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Manual trolley beam

118 Series Lift Lift Truck: 1000, 500 kg Properties Adjustable flank by adding or removing rings. Equipped with hard stainless steel wheels. Supporting wheel ruptures and tilt protection provides additional security. Stainless steel AISI-304. Material: AISI-304 Marking: ... Columbus McKinnon's website and/or mobile terms, privacy and security rules do not
apply to the website or app you are about to visit. Please review its terms, privacy and security rules to see how they apply to you. Monorail beam handcar for Hoist1 electrical circuit. The electric motor of the partial external coating These are made of a high-strength aluminum system through the formation of compression casting. Advatages: Solid and light-
free heat-release Continental structure can be used at chemical plants, electric panels and other places.2 Sideways courtesy braking This virtuoso structure ensure the lift is absolutely safty when the power is turned off. And ensures that it is safe when it has an excess load. It is also combined with engine braking as a dual braking system to enhance safety
and durability. GearThe gear is made of alloy steel and through heat treatment4. Anti-phase tread: When the wiring error, the control circuit cannot move5. The hooks they are made by hot forging and heat treatment.6 ChainIt is made of super-heavy steel alloy thermal treatment FEC80. It is safe to use it in rainwater, seawater, chemical and other poor
conditions.7 ISO: M5 /FEM: 2AMInsulation Class: F8. Protection class (hosite and click button): IP559. Powder supply: 3 phases, 200-600v, 50-international trolleybus manual scanning specification Guide trolleybus Technical parametersModelcapacitY (mm)Minimum radius turnFGPJPC-0.50.5200130163910.6PC-011190135160900.6PC-0222001702
211151PC-033218205265131381PC-0552752363051571.2Company ProfileTXK was founded in 1997 with a $1.5 million registered fund at the outset and growing as a leading electronics manufacturer chainhoist, manual chain lift, electric cable car lift and various lifting and material equipment with more than 15 years of experience and experience. Our
factory covers an area of 66,000 square meters, the largest workshop in the electric lifting industry in China.We provide quality, safe and stable products to meet the highest industrial standards. We are ISO9001: 2008 and TUV Certified Manufacturer, our products are CE, GS, SGS certified, serving all industries in the world. Our products are widely used in
industry and manufacturing and other special purposes such as mold, wind energy, logistics, railway, shipbuilding, bridge construction, factory assembly line, The company creates a global marketing network with exports to Germany, Norway, Poland, USA, Canada, Mexico, Peru, Brazil, Argentina, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Arabia, Why choose Us1.Longest
history and durability - TXK is one of the oldest established electric chain lift manufacturers in China, with nearly 20 years.2.Largest plant and production capacity - TXK Plant is the largest plant, covering more than 56,000 square meters of territory.3.Widest products and servo collateral - TXK can provide the widest products itema include electric hand lifting
equipment.4.The richest experience in the world business - TXK has more than 10 years of experience on international trade business.5.Fastest lead once - TXK plant is equipped with the most efficient production line, which are handled by skilled workers.6.Fullest certification - TXK plant and products are well certified by CE, GS, TUV, ISO, SGS, etc. 7.
Highest reputation - TXK products sell well in more than 50 countries. USOur Main ProductsTXK partners manufacture and manufacture a wide range of lifts and overhead cranes for use in a variety of industries around the world. Of our 250kg. capacity series 602 mini ratchet lever lift that can fit in your lunch box for our 60-ton, high-capacity electric wire
rope model, we have the right lift for your app. We carry an extensive line of power lifts, including electric and pneumatic chains and wire rope lifts. We also offer a full range of hand lifts, both hand circuit and levers. Although the lifts are standard units off the shelf, we can modify most lifts to suit your exact requirements. We provide full-time work to lift your
business operations to new heights. Frequently asked questions1: What is Moz: Moz can be one set 2, How about payment? We accept T/T and LC at the sight of 3.What is a model policy? We could send 1 sample set to your test before placing an order 4.What is the leading time for your product? Usually 10-15days after confirmation order 5, What should I
provide if I want to order groceries? The more information you provide, the more accurate a solution we can prepare for you! A-Capacity? B-rise height? C-what is lifting material? What about the work environment? D- Electricity and voltage control? Voltage?
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